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Photometry of the Chromospherically Active Binary HD 197010
Abstract
For the past several years we have been conducting a study of the spectroscopic and photometric
characteristics of a sample X-ray emitting stars from the Einstein Observatory Medium Sensitivity Survey
identified as probable binary systems by Fleming (1988) and Fleming, et al.(1989). One of these stars, HD
197010 ( = 1E2038.3-0046 = SAO 144692 = BD -1degree 4025) was discovered to be a short period eclipsing
binary by Robb, et al.(1990). The ephemeris he presented was based on observations in 1989 and 1990, but
only the 1990 observations included points at eclipse minimum. We report here on first results of almost a
year of observations at Gettysburg College Observatory and the National Undergraduate Research
Observatory, permitting a new determination of the photometric ephemeris of HD 197010.
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